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with the previous version of numroto, the komet group also developed the 'minimum maintenance mode' (mmm). this allows the automatic repair of the machine when necessary. however, in the third version of numroto, a new extension was added to mmm. when the
grinding process is interrupted, the grinding machine goes into an emergency mode. the machine can be restarted by a warning, which can be set to the drill press operator via the operator interface. the machine then automatically automatically checks for the proper

grinding program, including associated tools and grinding wheels, the grinding media used, the cooling media and flushing media. only if all these items are in place, the grinding machine can be reset to regular operation mode. komet has traditionally presented new versions
of numroto at the international machine tool exhibition (imts) in the united states. the machine tool exhibition is the most important platform for the presentation of new technology at numroto. this year, the 2017 edition of imts will take place from april 30th to may 6th in las

vegas. meanwhile, manufacturers are already preparing for 2018; new tools for the year ahead are already being presented there. the komet group uses numroto for automatic machining as well as for semiautomatic tools. the latter, which are used as standard, are called
semiautomatics. the software is used to scan tools and to control their cutting parameters according to the measurement data. it even adjusts the parameters dynamically based on the actual tool itself. the data acquisition and display of parameters is the basis for a large

part of the work done on the tool. in the long run, the continued increase in computer technology will mean that fewer people will be required to handle the machines as they move more smoothly to the future. this shift will also significantly increase productivity.
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the new numroto-x software offers an additional tool for grinding wheel design. using precise measuring and control technology the program calculates the exact geometry of the desired cutting edge. the grinding wheel is then designed from this edge geometry. another
reason for the komet group to use numroto is that customers like to be able to make an on-site decision as to whether or not a certain tool would be useful in their plant, explains mr kurt pohle. they want a fast, reliable and cost-effective decision. numroto can give a quick
answer and also show the machine operator how it works. because many users are from abroad, they can also use numroto in the local language. this is an important advantage when delivering a tool to a customer in another country. covered by the hac and the supplier,
numroto is developed by mr dnwald. in addition to the software, the tools needed for grinding a tool are also developed. thanks to the feedback of users, they are continually improved. numroto is a high-quality product that has been produced for many years. it is still the

product of choice for many users, for the reasons listed above, says mr dnwald. the komet group has a very experienced numroto team. they are ready to assist all users with the most diverse issues. this helps to ensure a long life span of the tool. a download from the komet
service for your machine can be done via the usb or rs232 interface. the usb interface is suitable for all machines. the rs232 interface is only suitable for some machines, however, these machines are very few. the rs232 interface can be found in the extension, which can be

installed for a small charge of €99.00. the usb interface can be used without installation. the interface can be found in the komet service. 5ec8ef588b
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